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It is estimated that approximately one in �ve cancers worldwide is linked to
an infectious agent. More than ten pathogens, including viruses, parasites, and
bacteria are known to contribute to oncogenesis either directly via the expression
of their protein products or indirectly via chronic in�ammation. �e classi�cation
of pathogens as direct or indirect carcinogens is clear; however, it does not fully
capture the likely oncogenic mechanism of these pathogens. Although prevention of
infection and antimicrobial treatments have helped in reducing infection rates and
the incidence of associated malignancies, therapies for these cancers remain limited.
An understanding of the role that these pathogens play in tumor development may
lead us towards new cancer treatment options that could subsequently increase the
survival of cancer patients. In addition, development of immunotherapies targeting
pathogen-driven cancers may provide insight into targeted immune therapies for
other cancers.

We invite investigators to contribute original research articles as well as review
articles onmicrobiota-driven cancers.Manuscripts based on in vitro tests and animal
studies as well as human studies can be submitted to this special issue.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Studies investigating oncogenic mechanisms by microbiota (viral, bacterial,
etc.), including all microbial-associated tumor initiation, progression, and
development

Studies on host responses to infection, microbiota dysbiosis, and nutritional
status in pathogen driven cancer (e.g., signaling, innate response,
in�ammation, and immunopathology)

Translational researches on experimental immunology to
microbial-associated infections in animal or other models, identi�cation of
host/pathogen targets for cancer therapy

Reviews and meta-analysis on immunotherapies for pathogen driven cancer

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jpath/pacan/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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